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August: the month of summer holidays and days spent by the seaside, dipping our toes in the
water and gazing at the ocean beyond. This month's box is inspired by the wonders of the deep
blue sea with mermaid chocolate by Creighton's Chocolaterie, a beauty treat by Seacret and a
deep blue indigo coin purse by Elizabeth Scarlett.

The Deep Blue Sea Box

Elizabeth Scarlett embroidered coin purse

These Elizabeth Scarlett coin purses feature hand painted
drawings by founder Elizabeth, translated into intricate
embroideries on beautifully soft, sustainable fabrics. You'll
receive either the Seashell or Ananas design in deep blue
indigo, both perfect for storing loose change, earphones and
jewellery when heading to the beach.
. 
You can buy more of the Elizabeth Scarlett range in our shop,
including matching Seashell eye masks and pouches and
beautiful Ananas embroidered journals, along with many more
chic designs.

The Mermazing bar by Creighton's Chocolaterie is pure mystical
magic: a marshmallow flavoured white chocolate bar with a
blueberry swirl and edible glitter, it's the stuff of our inner 12 year
old's dreams!
 
Creighton's Chocolaterie create delicious chocolate in unique,
original flavours with fun and inspirational packaging. Find their full
range at creightonschocolaterie.com.

Seacret Mud Therapy Foot Cream or Hand Cream

SEACRET is a beauty brand that harnesses the natural power of the rich
mud, salts and minerals from the Dead Sea and combines this with
cutting edge science to produce luxury skincare, bodycare and haircare. 
 
You'll receive either the Foot or Hand Cream from SEACRET's Mud
Therapy range, to either soften your soles after a summer in flip flops or
to prep your hands ready for the colder months ahead.
 
If you're a Luxe box subscriber you'll know you can get a huge 80% off
the SEACRET range in our shop, and now we're sharing the code with the
rest of you! Just enter SUNSHINEVIP70 at the checkout for 70% off, plus
your automatic 10% VIP subscriber discount for a huge 80% saving!

Mermazing White Chocolate Bar by Creighton's

Chocolaterie


